
Avionté+ Program 

Avionté+ is a competitive advantage for staffing firms using Avionte. Avionté+ lets you not only stand up 

pre-integrated best-of-breed technologies and services, but also allows certified integrators to create a 

connection to Avionté for you. These options for connectivity within Avionté will help you: 

• Quickly gain extra efficiency by exchanging data between systems programmatically 

• Keep your recruiters working in BOLD/CLASSIC instead of wasting time flipping between systems 

• Improved data security and data integrity by using a programmatic connection and certification 

process 

 

Programs Within Avionté+ 

Avionte+ Partnerships 

Partnerships within Avionté+ are technology companies that Avionté has a strong working 

relationship with. Typically, these partners will have deep integrations within our, CLASSIC or 

BOLD products, as well as a robust customer service entity to help clients in need.  These 

partners have been vetted and have proven to be great resources and tools to help staffing 

firms meet their end goals with an all-in-one built-out relationship. 

            

       

          

          

                 

        

 

Avionte+ Certified Integrations 

Certified Integrations within Avionté+ are technologies that have gone through an application 

and approval process by Avionté to create a 1-to-1 connection to help solve a client issue. To be 

a certified integrator within Avionté, the technology company will need to secure a subscription 



to Avionté+, and will receive a sandbox account. These technologies will complete an integration 

by using the available Avionté+ APIs that pass the certification testing and confirm that they 

agree to the terms and conditions of the Certified Integration Program. Technologies can apply 

for the Certification Integration Program at https://www.avionte.com/.  

 

Avionte+ API Connection for Clients 

API connections within Avionté+ are an opportunity for clients to create connections with our 

BOLD platform. Avionté+ API provides an open API where clients can integrate within the 

platform, share information/data, and perform value-added business transactions without high-

touch interactions with the Avionté product and technical teams. With a subscription to the 

Avionté+ API, your team can create connections to client owned technologies creating better 

efficiency withing your firm. Documentation for the open API can be found at partner-

developer.avionte.com. Clients can secure a subscription to Avionté+ by contacting their 

Account Manager.  


